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A B S T R A C T   

Collision between ships is one of the major contributors to ship accidents. To facilitate the development of the 
real-time collision risk analysis model for collision avoidance, in this research, an improved Rule-aware Time- 
varying Collision risk Model is proposed, which considers the estimation of target ship motion and the corre-
sponding uncertainty in the risk analysis process. To make the collision risk model more in line with the actual 
situation, ship maneuverability, the COLREGs, and good seamanship are considered and integrated into the 
framework of the TCR model. Firstly, the Gaussian process is used to predict the potential trajectories of the 
target ship. Secondly, the Probabilistic Velocity Obstacle (PVO) model is utilized to integrate the uncertainty of 
the target ship’s motion into the collision risk model. The collision risk is therefore formulated as a ratio of 
available maneuvers leading to a collision to all available maneuvers. To verify the effectiveness of collision risk, 
two actual target ships and six groups of collision risk detection experiments under different encounter scenarios 
were carried out. Compared with the traditional collision risk index model and original R-TCR model, the 
collision risk detected by the Improved R-TCR model is closer to the actual situation.   

1. Introduction 

Maritime transportation is one of the major contributors to global 
economic development [1]. However, accidents such as the collision 
between ships have been posing practical threats to individuals and 
societies with dire consequences in terms of loss of life, economic loss, 
and the environmental pollution, etc. [2,3]. To facilitate the prevention 
of the collision between ships and to improve the safety level of the 
maritime transportation system, the significance to identify the collision 
risk among ships has already been accepted by both the industry and 
academia [4,5]. 

To fulfill such an objective, considerable efforts have been devoted 
by the researchers. Collision risk index (CRI), Safety boundary approach, 
Binary collision criteria method, Probability of collision method, 
Dangerous region method Action lines method, etc. have been widely 
used in collision risk modeling. The detailed literature review is elabo-
rated in Section 2. Among the recent development in the modeling of 
ship collision risk, the uncertainty of target ship motion is one of the 

important factors which is yet not fully considered. This leads to the 
unreliability of the risk model, which also affects the reliability of 
collision avoidance decisions. 

To further improve the accuracy and avoid misestimation of collision 
risk, based on the previous work by the authors [6], this paper proposed 
a Velocity obstacle-based, comprehensive collision risk modeling 
method that takes target ship motion uncertainty, Convention on the 
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGs), 
own ship maneuverability, and good seamanship into consideration, 
which is the Improved Rule-aware Time-varying Collision Risk model. 
The Gaussian process is used to predict the target ship trajectory, and the 
Probabilistic Velocity Obstacle (PVO) algorithm is used to integrate 
multiple factors into the collision risk model. Considering the objective 
of the research, the contribution is two-fold: (1) With the consideration 
of the prediction of future motion characteristics of both the own ship 
and target ships, the analysis of the encounter situation and the risk of 
collision can include the motion trend of the ships together with their 
corresponding uncertainties. (2) With the integration of the collision 
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avoidance rules and regulations, such as COLREGs, the risk analysis on 
the ship encounters can provide results that better incorporate the 
practices of navigation and therefore, have higher values for applica-
tions in real situations. 

To fully elaborate on the details of the proposed method and the 
corresponding analysis, the content of the paper is arranged as follows: 
Section 2 illustrates the methodology of the research and the details of 
the component of the proposed collision risk analysis model. Section 3 
gives the results of the case study, which is to verify the effectiveness of 
the method, followed by a detailed analysis of the proposed model and a 
comparison of the performance between the new method and the orig-
inal TCR models. Section 5 concludes the research. 

2. Literature review 

Various works have been conducted regarding the modeling of 
collision risk between ships [7] summarized these methods into three 
different types of collision risk numerical models: methods based on 
traffic flow theory, ship domain, and methods based on the distance to 
the Closest Point of Approach (CPA) and Time to Closest Point of 
Approach (tCPA). Different classification standards will have different 
classification results. Two main approaches are proposed to model the 
collision risk between ships, which are the Expert-based method and the 
Model-based method, respectively [8]. The Expert-based method relies 
on experienced experts to evaluate the collision risk of the encounters, 
and the results reflect the experts’ views on the collision event. This 
method can be divided into two categories: one is the collision risk index 
(CRI) approach, and the other is the safety boundary approach [8]. CRI 
is the result of a comprehensive evaluation of risk-related various in-
dicators based on expert knowledge, which represents the risk of the 
current encounter situation [9,10] comprehensively analyzed the four 
indexes of relative distance, speed, CPA, and tCPA to calculate the 
collision risk [11] proposed a judgmental expert-based process to assess 
the ship collision risk using multiple criteria outranking method. The 
Margin of Projected Collision (MPC) index is a new risk index, which is 
the same as CPA index can represent the proximity of ships in space and 
time and provide collision warning for ships [12]. The Vessel Conflict 
Ranking Operator (VCRO) method converts the distance between the 
two ships, the relative speed of the ships, and the difference between the 
headings of the ships to a risk value [13]. The safety boundary approach 
is to analyze the collision risk according to the set safety area sur-
rounding the ship. When the ship or obstacle enters or is about to enter 
the safety area, it is considered that there is a collision risk [14]. On the 
basis of the degree of domain violation, a new collision risk model based 
on ship domain [15] is proposed by adding the relative speed of the two 
vessels, the combination of the vessels’ courses, arena violations, 
encounter complexity, etc. The fuzzy logic method is used to determine 
the ship domain and calculate the collision risk between ships by judging 
the relationship between CPA and the fuzzy ship domain [16]. Through 
the combination of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and ship domain, the 
margin between ship domains of own ship (OS) and the target ship (TS) 
used to simulate collision probability is reconsidered, and a quantitative 
evaluation model of ship collision risk is proposed [17]. In general, these 
methods are highly reliant on the knowledge of the experts to determine 
the key parameters in the risk models, and the results are limited by the 
level of knowledge and experience of experts. 

The model-based method analyzes the collision risk by quantifying 
the collision probability between ships. Most of them quantitatively 
calculate the possibility of the collision accident on the premise of the 
assumption that the target ships keep their initial speed and course 
during the encounter process. This assumption simplifies the physical 
process of collision. The model-based method can be divided into four 
categories: (1) the Binary collision criteria method; (2) the Probability of 
collision method; (3) the Dangerous region method; and (4) the Action 
lines method. The binary collision criteria method mainly depends on 
parameters such as CPA and tCPA. If CPA is less than the safe distance 

and tCPA is positive, it is considered that there is a collision risk. The 
probability of collision method uses probability to measure the collision 
risk during ship navigation. There are many methods for constructing 
collision risk probability function, such as Monte Carlo simulation [18], 
probability flow [19], etc. These methods take into account the uncer-
tainty of the collision process to a certain extent. However, most of these 
methods are limited when estimating the collision risk together with its 
uncertainty. Due to the lack of historical data, it is difficult to obtain the 
uncertainty of the encounter process, hence its influence on the collision 
risk. The dangerous region method can be divided into two categories: 
one is to find the velocity obstacle set in the velocity space and conduct 
risk modeling by judging whether the current speed is in the velocity 
obstacle set [1,6,20]; Another is in the geospatial domain, and risk 
identification is carried out by judging whether the ship will invade the 
dangerous region when keeping the current speed and course, such as 
the predicted area of dangers (PAD) [21], Obstacle Zone by Target (OZT) 
[22], etc. The last is the action line method, which means that the ship 
obtains the action line by avoiding collision through ship maneuvering 
(course change and speed change). The action line can be obtained by 
operating the ship repeatedly. The collision risk can be calculated by the 
proportion of the action line of collision avoidance failure [23]. 

To sum up, the above collision risk models have different forms [4]. 
However, there is no reliable method to take the uncertainty of target 
ship motion into account in risk modeling. It is therefore of great sig-
nificance to integrate the uncertainty of target ship motion into risk 
modeling to improve the accuracy of the model. At present, various 
methods are used to solve the uncertainty of target ship motion, which 
are summarized as the safe distance method and trajectory prediction 
method. The safe distance method is to increase the safe distance be-
tween two ships. The influence of the target ship motion uncertainty on 
safety can be ignored. There is a deterministic distance method [24,25] 
and a probabilistic distance method [26] in the existing research. The 
method of expanding the safety distance to reduce the uncertainty 
impact of the target ship is usually applicable to open waters. In 
restricted waters, due to the limitation of water space, the risk modeling 
could cause false alarms with inappropriate settings of the safety 
domain. The trajectory prediction method is to predict the future target 
ship’s motion. It can be realized by analyzing the historical trajectory by 
using the dynamic Bayesian network [27], neural network [28], adap-
tive filtering algorithm [29], probability obstacle method [30], etc., but 
these methods are often suitable for short-time motion behavior pre-
diction, and the prediction accuracy of long-time motion behavior is not 
high [31] combined the method of increasing safety distance and linear 
prediction model to reduce the interference caused by the uncertainty of 
target ship motion and established the collision risk modeling between 
ships. However, ship trajectory prediction itself has certain uncertainty, 
and its prediction accuracy cannot be guaranteed to a large extent. This 
is because the ship’s movement is affected by Officers On Watch 
(OOW)’s intention, wind, waves, target ship movements, and other 
external factors in a complicated manner. Some researchers have 
contributed their ideas on solving these issues, e.g. [32] relied on the 
information interaction between ships to obtain the target ship trajec-
tory information [33] predict the ship trajectory based on the route 
fitting model and Gaussian process. The application of Gaussian process 
[34] in ship trajectory prediction makes it possible to solve the problem 
of target ship motion uncertainty in the field of risk. 

Analytical approximations method [35], Monte Carlo method [32], 
Gridding methods [36], Markov chain approximations [37] and Prob-
abilistic Velocity Obstacle (PVO) method [8] can solve the problem of 
uncertainty in modeling. These methods have their advantages and are 
rarely used in ship collision risk modeling. The velocity obstacle method 
is a simple and fast calculation method, which has been widely used in 
the field of collision risk [4,5,38]. PVO is an improvement based on the 
velocity obstacle method. It perfectly absorbs the advantages of the 
velocity obstacle method and can integrate ship maneuverability and 
other constraints to provide a solution for risk modeling considering 
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uncertainty. 
To overcome the challenges of uncertainty and the complicated 

encounter situation for the accurate collision risk modeling, in this 
paper, the PVO algorithm is used to integrate the uncertainty of target 
motion, ship maneuverability, COLREGs and good seamanship into the 
collision risk model. 

3. Methodology 

The objective of this paper is to propose a collision risk model 
considering the target ship’s motion uncertainty with a prediction 
approach. This paper can be divided into two parts, one is the trajectory 

prediction model, and the other one is the collision risk modeling. 
The trajectory prediction model uses continuous probability distri-

bution to describe the ship motion uncertainty by Gaussian Process [33]. 
Target ship trajectory prediction is also the ship motion intention esti-
mation. Firstly, historical AIS data need to be clustered to identify the 
main route, including route boundary and centerline, to build the route 
model. Then, the parameters used to describe the trajectory character-
istics are trained from the historical AIS data, such as longitudinal ac-
celeration probability distribution, hyperparameters of the Gaussian 
process, etc. Finally, the trajectory prediction is realized by the Gaussian 
process and projected into the route model to realize the final target ship 
trajectory prediction. The output of the trajectory prediction model is a 

Fig. 1. The framework of the research.  
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series of possible trajectory points, rather than a single trajectory. 
The second part is collision risk modeling. Firstly, the trajectory 

prediction model proposed in the first part is applied to predict the 
possible trajectory points of the target ship. Then, according to the three 
observation points, a certain number of possible ship trajectories are 
sampled by the posterior Gaussian process. These sampled ship trajec-
tories will be used for the calculation of the collision risk. Then, the PVO 
method is introduced to determine the potential own ship’s actions that 
will lead to collision by considering COLREG rules, good seamanship, 
and ship maneuverability. The available actions are identified based on 
the aforementioned factors. Improved R-TCR is formulated as the per-
centage of the available action that leads to violation of the ship domain. 
Finally, the collision risk is calculated by using the Improved R-TCR 
model to quantify the collision risk between ships. The flowchart of the 
principal methodology can be found in Fig. 1. 

3.1. Trajectory prediction model 

This section elaborates on the trajectory prediction model, which is 
to obtain the predicted trajectory of the target ship considering the 
uncertainty. The route model, the longitudinal motion part, and the 
lateral motion distribution of the ship constitute the traffic motion 
patterns. The detailed designs of the models are discussed in the 
following sections: 

3.1.1. Route identification 
The objective of the route identification model is to identify the ship 

route from the historical ship traffic data and to facilitate the develop-
ment of the motion prediction model of the target ship. When a ship 
sails, it often sails along a fixed route. In the water area of the Traffic 
Separation System (TSS), the ship strictly follows the navigation regu-
lations of the traffic separation system and generally navigates along the 
route at the center of the specified traffic lane. The route is obvious in 
the waters of the fixed channel and TSS. However, in the waters without 
a fixed channel, ships will also sail along a route that normally forms 
from the experience of the ship officer and does not have specific 
waterway information. To facilitate the identification of ship routes with 
a high level of generalization, especially in the areas without specific 
ship routes, the route identification model is proposed. Such a model 
could also facilitate the establishment of the TSS system in the areas 
where there is complicated ship traffic but no specific ship routes. 

Through the historical trajectory data, the ship trajectories can be 
classified into various clusters according to their characteristics. The 
trajectories with the same characteristics are divided into a group, and 
the trajectories of the same group together form a usual and customary 
route. The most common route identification method is clustering. In 
this paper, the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with 
Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm will be used for trajectory clustering [39] 
firstly proposed DBSCAN in 1996. It is a density-based clustering 
non-parametric algorithm. Given a set of points in some space, it groups 
together points that are closely packed together (points with many 
nearby neighbors) and identifies the outliers that lie alone in low-density 
regions (whose nearest neighbors are too far away). 

DBSCAN requires two parameters: ε and minPts. ε is a parameter 
specifying the radius of a neighborhood with respect to some point. 
minPts is the minimum number of points required to form a dense region 
within the ε radius. It starts with an arbitrary starting point that has not 
been visited. This point’s ε -neighborhood is retrieved, and if it contains 
sufficiently many points, a cluster is started. Otherwise, the point is 
labeled as noise. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the radius of each large circle in the figure is ε, 
minPts = 4. The red points are core points because the area surrounding 
these points in an ε radius contain at least 4 points (including the point 
itself). Because they are all reachable from one another, they form a 
single cluster. Green points are not core points, but are reachable from A 
(via other core points) and thus belong to the cluster as well. A blue 

point is a noise point that is neither a core point nor density-reachable. 
When DBSCAN is applied to ship trajectory clustering, the distance be-
tween trajectories needs to be considered. 

The route identification model can be composed of route charac-
teristics such as route boundary and centerline. After trajectory clus-
tering, the trajectory in the water area will be divided into several 
clusters. Each cluster is a trajectory band. The boundary and centerline 
of each trajectory cluster need to be extracted. The route boundary refers 
to the outer boundary that can include a group of trajectory clusters, and 
the route centerline refers to the centerline of the outer boundary of the 
route, as shown in Fig. 3. The boundary and centerline of the route can 
be represented by key points. 

3.1.2. Motion prediction model 
The premise of trajectory prediction is to assume that the ship nav-

igates along the route or usual and customary route, and does not change 
its set route during navigation. The set route is generally parallel to the 
centerline of the route. The ship motion is decomposed into the motion 
along the set route and the motion perpendicular to the set route, that is, 
longitudinal motion and lateral motion. 

To better describe the ship’s longitudinal and lateral motion, the 
route-fitted coordinate system is adopted in this paper [33]. The coor-
dinate system takes the route centerline as the reference and transforms 
the longitude and latitude coordinates into equivalent coordinates in the 
routing space, as shown in Fig. 4. 

According to the above description, the ship’s position can be 
decomposed into longitudinal and lateral. The ship’s longitudinal and 
lateral position distributions can be obtained by integrating the ship’s 
longitudinal and lateral accelerations, respectively. The probability 
density of longitudinal acceleration is determined by statistical analysis 
of historical AIS data of the research water area. The probability density 
of lateral acceleration is estimated by the Gaussian process model. The 
hyperparameters of the Gaussian process are obtained from historical 
AIS data.  

(1) Longitudinal motion model 

Longitudinal motion means that the ship moves along the centerline 
parallel to the route or usual and customary route. However, the ship’s 
speed and acceleration when it reaches each position are not consistent. 
Therefore, to describe the longitudinal uncertainty of the ship, the 

Fig. 2. DBSCAN clustering diagram.  
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acceleration of each position point is obtained from the historical AIS 
data. To describe the acceleration of each position conveniently, the 
acceleration probability distribution model is simplified, as shown in 
Eq. (1). In this paper, the longitudinal spacing when extracting the 
longitudinal acceleration is 1000m. 

apx = f (px) (1) 

Where: px refers to the longitudinal position of the ship, apx repre-
sents the acceleration of the ship’s longitudinal position (px). 

Ship longitudinal position of the ship can be calculated by Eq. (2): 

x∗ = x0 + v0t +
1
2
apxt2 (2) 

Where: x∗ represents the predicted longitudinal position of the ship; 
v0 represents ship initial speed; t represents sailing time.  

(2) Lateral motion model 

The Gaussian process is a stochastic process specified by its mean and 
covariance function [40]. Every finite set of random variables in the 
Gaussian process has a multivariate normal distribution, that is, every 
finite linear combination is a normal distribution. The distribution of the 
Gaussian process is the joint distribution of all these (infinite) random 

variables. Therefore, it is the distribution of a function with a continuous 
domain (such as time or space). In this study, the Gaussian process is 
used to predict the lateral position of the ship along the ship’s route. 
Gaussian process describes the lateral uncertainty of ship trajectory 
through a set of mean and covariance functions, and conditionally 
predicts the lateral position of the ship through new observation data 
and previous observation values, as shown in Eq. (3). 

f (x) ∼ G P (m(x), k(x, x
′

)) (3)  

where m(x) is the function used to calculate the mean; k(x, x′

) is the 
covariance function, which is used to describe the information coupling 
between independent variables x and x′ . 

A major advantage of using the Gaussian Process is that functions can 
be conveniently specified by a mean function m(x) and a covariance 
function k(x,x′

), as: 

m(x) = E[f (x)] (4)  

k(x, x
′

) = E[(f (x) − m(x))(f (x
′

) − m(x
′

))] (5)  

where E[⋅] denotes the expectation operator and k(x, x′

) is a covariance 
function that describes the information coupling between independent 
variable x and x′ . 

In this study, the most commonly used squared exponential covari-
ance function is adopted, the formula is as follows: 

k
(
xp, xq

)
= σf exp

(
−
‖ xp − xq‖

2l

)
(6)  

where: σf and l are hyperparameters; σf denotes the amplitude that 
specifies the maximum allowable covariance. l is the length scale 
parameter, which defines the rate of decay in correlation for points 
further away from each other; ‖ ⋅ ‖ is Euclidean distance between two 
vectors. 

The covariance matrix in the Gaussian process is the Gram matrix, 
and the formula is as follows: 

K(X,X) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

k(x1, x1) k(x1, x2) k(x1, xN)

⋯
k(x2, x1) k(x2, x2) k(x2, xN)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
k(xN , x1) k(xN , x2) ⋯k(xN , xN)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
+ σ2

noiseIN (7)  

where: IN is the identity matrix of size N. 

Fig. 3. Route diagram.  

Fig. 4. Route-fitted coordinate system [57].  
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The joint distribution of observed and predicted values at the sample 
location can be expressed as: 
[

Y
Y∗

]

∼ N

(

0,
[

K(X,X)N×N K(X,X∗)N×N∗

K(X∗,X)N∗×N K(X∗,X∗)N∗×N∗

])

(8)  

where: X = (x1,…, xN)
T represents the observations, X∗ = (x∗1,…, x∗N∗

)

is the vector of N∗ values for which the lateral position Y∗ = (y∗1,…,

y∗N∗
) are predicted. 
The nature of the Gaussian Process is such that, conditional on 

observed data, predictions can be made about the function values, f(x∗)

at any location x∗. The distribution of these values at x∗ is Gaussian with 
mean and covariance, given as: 

μ(x∗) = m(x) + k(x∗, x)K − 1(y − m(x)) (9)  

σ2(x∗) = K(x∗, x∗) − K(x∗, x)K− 1K(x∗, x)⊺ (10) 

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the Gaussian Process model provides the un-
derlying trajectory with a 95% confidence interval. Grey circles repre-
sent observations, the red line represents the predicted mean trajectory, 
and the red region represents the predicted 95% confidence bounds. It 
can be seen that the predictive uncertainty grows if the ship was not 
observed for a long time, and the prediction bounds are wide and open 
to the right until a new observation is included in the Gaussian Process 
prediction model. Fig. 5(b) shows some sampled ship trajectories from 
the posterior Gaussian Process. The sampled ship trajectories will be 
used for the collision risk model. 

3.2. Collision risk model 

In this section, we propose an Improved Rule-aware Time-varying 
Collision Risk (Improved R-TCR) measurement model for ship collision 
risk detection. The model further considers the uncertainty of target ship 
motion based on considering the maneuverability of the OS, COLREG 
rules, and good seamanship. The definition and methods of the risk 
model will be proposed here. 

3.2.1. Definitions 
There are many forms of risk, and the research on collision risk 

mainly focuses on collision probability. In addition, there are some new 
collision risk concepts, which integrate the percentage of maneuvers in 
which the ship cannot avoid the collision(Time-varying Collison Risk, 
TCR) [41]. Based on TCR [6], combined maneuverability of the OS, 
COLREG rules, and good seamanship to propose a definition of 

Rule-aware Time-varying Conflict Risk (R-TCR). This paper accepts the 
risk definition of TCR. Collision in this paper refers to the event that a TS 
violates the OS’s domain. 

Definition 1. Improved Rule-aware Time-varying Collision risk is 
the probability of the violation of the OS’s ship domain by target ships in 
this paper. 

Definition 2. Available action (AA) is a set of course and speed that 
OS can reach at the current juncture, considering COLREGs. 

Definition 3. Dangerous action (DA) is a subset of AA that includes 
courses and speed of the OS that could lead to a collision between the OS 
and the TSs. 

Based on the aforementioned, the calculation process of R-TCR is as 
follows. 

R − TCR =
n(DA)
n(AA)

(11) 

Where: n(DA) is the number of dangerous actions of OS; n(AA) is the 
number of available actions of OS. 

Since the Improved R-TCR model takes into account the target ship’s 
motion uncertainty, there are countless possibilities for the target ship’s 
trajectory after the Gaussian process is used to predict the target ship’s 
motion. The calculation diagram of dangerous action set under different 
encounter situations is shown in Fig. 6. k trajectories are extracted by the 
posterior Gaussian sampling for risk calculation, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). 
In this paper, the target ship trajectory is decomposed. Each possible 
target ship trajectory corresponds to OS one by one, and the dangerous 
action of the ship for any target ship trajectory is calculated. Combined 
with the probability of each target ship’s trajectory, the probabilistic 
dangerous action set of two ships’ encounter situations can be calcu-
lated, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Fig. 6 (c) represents a schematic diagram of 
a multi-ship encounter situation, in which each target ship uses posterior 
Gaussian sampling to extract k target ship trajectories. Similarly, any 
trajectory of each target ship forms a multi-ship encounter situation with 
OS, and the dangerous action set of each possible multi-ship encounter 
situation is calculated. Combined with the probability of each situation, 
the probability dangerous action set of the multi-ship encounter situa-
tion can be calculated, as shown in Fig. 6 (d). 

The equation of the Improved R-TCR is as follows: 

ImprovedR − TCR=
∑ks

j=1
p(j) ×

n
(
DAj

)

n
(
AAj

) (12)  

Fig. 5. Illustration of trajectory sampling from Gaussian process [33].  
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∑ks

j=1
p(j) = 1 (13)  

where: P(j) is the probability of the jth possible encounter situation; n 
(DAj) is the number of dangerous actions in the jth possible encounter 
situation; n(AAj) is the number of available actions in the jth possible 
encounter situation; k represents the number of trajectories sampled by 
one target ship; s represents the number of target ships. 

3.2.2. Available actions 
Improved R-TCR refers to the ratio of dangerous action set to avail-

able action set, which represents the possibility of the ship avoiding the 
collision accident. Available action is a set of courses and speed that OS 
can reach at the current juncture, considering COLREGs and good 
seamanship. 

When there is a collision risk between two ships, the give-way ship 
needs to take certain avoidance actions to avoid the collision. According 
to rule 8 of the COLREGs, course alteration is the most effective action to 
avoid collision under most circumstances, especially at the open sea 
when ample sea room is available. Speed alteration is also a kind of 
avoidance measure only when there is a close-quarter situation. The 
experience of the crew is very important in the choice of collision 
avoidance action [42]. According to the OOWs’ preferences and the 
limitations of the rudder, the range of course changes usually would not 
be larger than 90 deg [43,44]. Moreover, different encounter situations 

might lead to different rule-aware available course range. The 
rule-aware available course ranges for head-on, crossing, and overtaking 
situation are [0◦, 90◦], [0◦, 90◦] and [-90◦, 90◦], respectively [43,44]. A 
positive value represents an altered course to the starboard, and a 
negative value represents an altered course to the port side. when the 
ship needs to alter course to avoid the collision, all possible courses C are 
discretized at regular intervals (1º). When the ship needs to slow down to 
avoid the collision, it generally does not adopt astern order. The engine 
order can be expressed as E=[Ahead NAVI. Full, Ahead Full, Ahead Half, 
Ahead Slow, Ahead Dead Slow, Stop]. 

Engine order and course order are paired one by one. At each time, 
there is an available action set composed of several engine orders and 
course orders. 

When E0 is not Ahead NAVI. Full, E can be any value less than or 
equal to E0. The available actions are shown in Eq. (14). 

f (t,C,E) =

⎡

⎣
(Ct1,Et1), ..., (Ct1,Etn)

......

(Ctm,Et1), ..., (Ctm,Etn)

⎤

⎦ (14) 

Where: t represents time; E represents engine order; C represents 
course alteration; n represents the number of available engine orders, 
and m represents the number of available course orders. 

However, when the ship is in Ahead NAVI. Full order, to protect the 
main engine, it generally only adopts alter course to avoid the collision. 
The engine order in all action sets is E0 and remains unchanged. The 

Fig. 6. Encounter situation under TS motion uncertainty.  
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available actions under this situation are shown in Eq. (15). This means 
that in this mode, only course alteration is selected to avoid the collision. 

f
(
t,C,E

)
=

⎡

⎣
(Ct1,E0)

......

(Ctm,E0)

⎤

⎦ (15)  

3.2.3. Dangerous actions 
The calculation method of available action sets has been calculated 

in Section 3.2.2. Hence, to calculate Improved R-TCR, it is also necessary 
to solve the number of dangerous action sets. Dangerous Action (DA) is a 
subset of AA that includes courses and speed of the OS that could lead to 
the collision between the OS and the TSs. To find out the dangerous 
action in available action, the enumeration method will be used to 
calculate each action. As shown in Fig. 7, When there are k target ship 
trajectories, they can be decomposed into k pairwise combinations of the 
TS and OS. When OS selects avoidance actions from the available 
avoidance action set, OS will start navigating according to the ship 
motion model. The distance between ships is constantly changing. D (1) 

and D (2) in the figure represent the distance between two ships at 
different times. When the TSs enter the OS’s domain, the avoidance 
action selected by OS at this time is a dangerous action.  

(1) Ship domains 

The ship domain refers to an area surrounding the ship where other 
ships are not welcome to enter [45]. The ship domain has been widely 
used in collision risk modeling [46]. Therefore, it is very important to 
determine a practical ship domain for risk modeling. According to the 
ship domain modeling method, it can be divided into Empirical (statis-
tical), and knowledge-based approaches [47]. 

The empirical domain is obtained through statistical analysis of 
historical data including radar, AIS, and maritime surveys [45] origi-
nally proposed the elliptical ship domain with the OS ship in the center 
through observation radar data [48] observed the influence of COLREGs 
and developed a new ship domain with an integration of 3 different 
sectors [49] smoothed the integrations with a circle boundary and set a 
“phantom ship” in the center for easy expression in math. Through AIS 
data, the ship domain is established, such as ship domain based on risk 
perception [50], ship domain for traffic separation system waters [51] 
and probabilistic ship domain [52]. 

The knowledge-based method is to integrate the crew’s knowledge 
and experience into the modeling through the intelligent algorithm [47] 
and [53] use fuzzy method to integrate experience and establish the ship 
domain. The method based on empirical analysis has certain objective 
properties, but it lacks empirical correction. The method based on 
knowledge has certain subjectivity. Therefore, the combination of the 
two methods is helpful to make the ship domain model more practical. 
Some studies have conducted a preliminary study here [54]. 

Based on the statistical method and expert experience, this paper 
adopts a dynamic ship domain according to different encounter situa-
tions, which is illustrated in [6], as shown in Fig. 8. According to 
COLREGs, the TSs in different encounter situations are located in 
different directions, and the threat degree to different directions of OS is 
different. For example, in a head-on encounter situation, the two ships 
approach from the bow, the space ahead of the ship domain is larger 
than that in the ship’s stern, and the elliptical ship domain is selected. 
Similarly, the overtaking encounter situation is also in the elliptical ship 
domain. In the crossing encounter situation, the target ships mainly 
approach the own ship from the OS’s port side and starboard side, thus 
the bow and stern direction of the domain is not larger than the star-
board and port side, so the circular ship domain is selected. The ship 
domain combines the advantages of the Goodwin and Davis model and is 
a center offset eccentric ship domain. The Phantom Ship is located at the 
center of the ship domain, not the real ship. The real ship is fixed by a 
distance and an angle from the phantom ship. The size of the ship 
domain is not fixed, and the crew can adjust it according to the actual 
situation.  

(2) The relative distance between ships considering ship domains 
and ship maneuverability 

Fig. 9 shows the trajectory of the OS alters its courses and the pre-
diction trajectory of the TS. The phantom ship is to provide convenience 
for judging whether the domain is infringed by target ships. The distance 
Dis from the TS to the OS’s domain boundary can be expressed by Eq. 
(16). 

Dis(t) = D(t) − RT
(t) (16) 

Where D(t)the distance between the center of the OS’s domain and TS 
at t time; Dis(t) is the distance between TS and the OS’s domain boundary 

Fig. 7. OS collision avoidance schematic diagram.  
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at t time; RT
(t) is the distance between the phantom ship and the 

boundary of the OS’s domain at t time. 

D(t) =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(

X(t)
T − X(t)

O

)2
+
(

Y (t)
T − Y(t)

O

)2
√

(17) 

Where:(X(t)
T , Y(t)

T ),(X(t)
O ,Y(t)

O ) are the location of TS and OS at time t, 
respectively. The calculation formula of RT

(t) can be referred to [6]. 
In order to predict and simulate the maneuvering of OS, three de-

grees of freedom of ship motion (surge, sway, and yaw) are modeled 
based on MMG, (X(t)

O ,Y(t)
O ) can be calculated by Eq. (18). Engine order 

and course are the inputs of the MMG model, and the (X(t)
O , Y(t)

O )is the 
output. 
⎧
⎨

⎩

(m + mx)u̇ −
(
m + my

)
vr = XH + XP + XR(

m + my
)
u̇ − (m + mx)ur = YH + YP + YR

(IZZ + JZZ)r = NH + NP + NR

(18) 

Where: m, mx, my, IZZ, JZZ are mass of the ship, added mass in x and y 
directions, inertia moment, and additional inertia moment, respectively; 
Subscript H, P, R are bare hull, propeller, rudder, respectively; u, v, and r 
denote surge, sway velocity and yaw rate, respectively; X, Y, N are the 
external forces and moments in different directions, respectively. 

The autopilot system is more and more popular in modern ships. 

When the course is set, the autopilot system can automatically control 
the rudder command to achieve the set course. To simulate the process 
of ship motion control, the fuzzy adaptive Proportion Integral Derivative 
(PID) control model is used. The fuzzy adaptive PID control principle is 
shown in Fig. 10. The fuzzy rules used in this paper are from [44,55]. 

E is the heading error, EC is the error rate of change, and E and EC 
serve as the inputs of the fuzzy controller. The PID parameters KP, Ki,

Kd serve as the fuzzy controller output. These parameters were adjusted 
automatically in real-time using the fuzzy control rules based on 
different E and EC values, i.e., different E and EC pairs are self-tuned for 
the PID parameters so that the controlled object exhibits good dynamic 
and static performance. 

The trajectory of the target ship can be predicted by the Gaussian 
process. When the target ship completes the trajectory prediction, a 
trajectory point set based on time series will be formed, as shown in Eq. 
(19). 
{(

Xt
T ,Y

t
T

)⃒
⃒
(
X0

T , Y0
T

)
,
(
X1

T , Y1
T

)
, ...,

(
Xn

T ,Y
n
T

)}
(19) 

Dis(t) has the following characteristics: 
If Dis(t) > 0, TS will not enter OS’s domain; 
If Dis(t) < 0, TS will enter the OS’s domain; 
If Dis(t) = 0, TS is tangent to OS’s domain. 
According to the value of Dis(t) at different times, it can be deter-

Fig. 8. Demonstration of the coordinate system and ship domain.  

Fig. 9. Process of the OS altering course to avoid collisions.  
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mined whether the input available avoidance action is dangerous. When 
the Dis(t) is less than 0, the avoidance action of the OS will be recorded to 
the dangerous action set; When Dis(t) is always greater than 0, the OS 
avoidance action is the safety action set. Accordingly, dangerous actions 
can be calculated with Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1. Calculation of dangerous actions 
Step1. Initial condition setting: MMG model parameter setting, fuzzy 

PID control model parameter, initial heading, speed, position, 
and other data of OS, target ship trajectory, and ship domain. 

Step2. Set the initial values required for some algorithm loops, such 
as computing time t = 0, initial alter course C = 0, initial 
engine order E0. 

Step3. Based on E0 and an encounter situation, determine the 
available actions, and serial numbering all available actions. 
And count the number of available actions and record it as N, 
number available action as r. 

Step4. If r ≤ N, input available action corresponding to r into the 
MMG model, calculate the position of OS at time t, go to the 
next step; otherwise, end the algorithm. 

Step5. Calculate Dis(t) according to the position of OS ship and TS at 
time t. 

Step6. If Dis(t) < 0, record the E, C and to dangerous action, r=r+1, 

go to step 4 set; otherwise, go to the next step. 
Step7. End the algorithm 

3.2.4. Calculation of improved R-TCR model 
According to each possible target ship trajectory and the initial in-

formation of OS, the number of available actions, dangerous actions and 
the probability of each possible target ship trajectory can be solved. 
Combined with the definition in Section 3.1, according to Eq. (12) for 
Improved R-TCR, the collision risk considering the uncertainty of target 
ship motion can be obtained. 

4. Case study 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed collision risk modeling 
method, a case study that considers various encounter situations using 
real AIS data is presented in this section. Ningbo-Zhoushan in eastern 
China is the world’s third-busiest cargo port. The study area is located in 
Ningbo, Zhejiang Province. The traffic in this water area is dense, and 
there are many intersections between ship routes. 

AIS data will be used to model the ship collision risk in the water 
area. AIS data can be provided by the traffic flow Laboratory of Wuhan 
University of technology. Due to a large amount of AIS data, one day of 

Fig. 10. The principle of fuzzy adaptive PID control.  

Fig. 11. Illustration of the research area.  
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AIS data is randomly selected every month from January to July 2019. 
The ship trajectory diagram is shown in Fig. 11. There are three main 
routes in the study water area, namely, Xiangshan fairway, Western 
usual and customary route, and Western recommended route. Western 
usual and customary route and Western recommended route are North- 
South routes. Xiangshan fairway is the East-West route. There are two 
route intersections in the three routes. 

4.1. Case setting-up 

This paper sets up six groups of classic two ships encounter situations 
(head-on, crossing, and overtaking) and two groups of multi-ship 
encounter simulation experiments to verify the reliability and effec-
tiveness of the proposed model.  

(1) Setting of OS 

In the simulation experiments, a 3DOF MMG model of a Panamax 
bulk carrier, MV HUAYANG DREAM, is used. Besides, the own ship is set 
as an unmanned ship, the course changing is controlled by the PID 
control model. And other ships are manned ships. The related parame-
ters of OS are shown in Table 1.  

(2) Setting of TS and OS for two-ship encounter situation 

According to different initial states of the target ships and own ships, 
this paper sets head-on, crossing, and overtaking encounter situations, 
as shown in Table 2. The layout of the two ship encounter situation is 
shown in Fig. 12. The Blue ship is TS and the red ship is OS. The CPA of 
all groups is 0, the tCPA of Group A1, A2, B1, and B2 are 900s, while the 
tCPA of Group A3 and B3 was 1200 s. 

The initial observation values of TSs in the two-ship encounter sit-
uations are shown in Table 3. The trajectory observation values of these 
target ships will be used in the trajectory prediction model to realize 
trajectory prediction.  

(3) Setting of TS and OS when multi-ship encounter simulation 

The multi-ship encounter situation is divided into two groups: Group 
A and Group B. There are two target ships in Group A and three target 
ships in Group B. The initial state of the ships is shown in Table 4. The 
layout of the multi-ship encounter situations is shown in Fig. 13. 

The observed values of the target ships in multi-ship encounter sit-
uations are shown in Table 5. 

4.2. Results of trajectory prediction 

According to the method described in Section 3.1, the seven days of 
AIS data are extracted for route model construction and Gaussian pro-
cess parameter extraction. Combining the route model and Gaussian 
process parameters, a trajectory prediction model based on the Gaussian 
process is established. We can use the observed trajectory points of real- 
time AIS data as input, and the basic trajectory with a 95% confidence 
interval can be predicted by the Gaussian process trajectory prediction 

model. 
Five clusters are clustered according to the DBSCAN algorithm in 

Section 3.1.1, as shown in Fig. 14. Trajectory cluster #1, trajectory 
cluster #2, and trajectory cluster #5 represent Xiangshan fairway, 
Western usual and custom route, and Western recommended route, 
respectively. Trajectory cluster #3 and trajectory cluster #4 are two 
newly discovered clusters from AIS data. 

Each trajectory cluster in Fig. 14 is a route. According to the clus-
tered trajectory clusters, the route boundary and centerline are identi-
fied, which is shown in Fig. 15.  

(1) TSs in two-ship encounter situations 

The trajectory observation points will be used as inputs in the pro-
posed trajectory prediction model. The possible trajectory prediction 
results are shown in Fig. 16. The initial positions of the two ships are 
very similar, but due to different headings and speeds, the predicted 
trajectory results are also different. 

To further analyze the accuracy of trajectory prediction, we compare 
the actual AIS trajectory with the predicted trajectory. The trajectories 
of the two ships are within the range of the predicted trajectories, and 
the predicted trajectories are consistent with the actual trajectories. This 
also verifies that the proposed trajectory prediction model can meet the 
needs of the target ship trajectory prediction for the collision risk model.  

(2) TSs in multi-ship encounter situations 

Input the observed values of target ships into the prediction model, 
and the possible trajectory prediction results of TS11, TS22, and TS33 are 
shown in Fig. 17. Similarly, the real trajectories of the three target ships 
are distributed within the range of predicted trajectories, and the ac-
curacy of predicted trajectories meets the requirements of the collision 
risk model. 

4.3. Results of collision risk analysis 

4.3.1. Results of two-ship encounter situations 
According to the methods in Section 3.2, for each encounter situa-

tion,10 possible trajectories of the target ships will be randomly selected 
by the posterior Gaussian sampling method. The probabilistic dangerous 
actions can be calculated by using the PVO method, and the corre-
sponding Improved R-TCR value for each encounter can be obtained 
according to Eq. (12). The results of collision risk analysis by the 
Improved R-TCR model, schematic diagram of the encounter situation, 
and the relative distance between the two ships of the corresponding 
encounter situations are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. The first columns of 
each figure are the risk value of the encounter group which is obtained 
with the Improved R-TCR model. The second column is the real ship 
trajectory of each encounter situation, and the third column is the 
relative distances between the two ships that participate in the 

Table 1 
Parameters of OS in simulation.  

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Name HUAYANG 
DREAM 

Displacement (kg) 90,000×

103 

Draft (m) 14.5 Breadth (m) 32.5 
LOA (m) 225 Density of water (kg/ 

m3) 
1025 

Block coefficient 0.8715 RPM (r/min) 90 
Area of rudder 

(m2) 
56.88 Propeller advance (m) 4.738  

Table 2 
Initial state of two-ship encounter situations.   

Ship Longitude/ 
◦

Latitude/ 
◦

Speed/ 
kn 

Course/ 
◦

Encounter 
situation 

Group 
A1 

TS1 122.0513 29.6339 10.0 122.3 Head-on 
OS1 122.1483 29.5805 14.0 302.3 

Group 
A2 

TS3 122.0439 29.6375 9.80 122.6 Crossing 
OS3 122.0522 29.6625 13.0 150.0 

Group 
A3 

TS5 122.0686 29.6255 9.20 123.4 Overtaking 
OS5 122.0430 29.6402 14.0 123.4 

Group 
B1 

TS2 122.0501 29.6343 13.7 113.9 Head-on 
OS2 122.1363 29.6011 6.0 293.9 

Group 
B2 

TS4 122.0431 29.6371 11.1 114.9 Crossing 
OS4 122.0626 29.6609 12.0 150.0 

Group 
B3 

TS6 122.0681 29.6260 12.8 119.8 Overtaking 
OS6 122.0526 29.6337 15.6 119.8  
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encounter. The key points and corresponding position serial numbers 
are marked with the time interval of 200s, which indicates the time spot 
when the risk analysis and relative distances were analyzed. The serial 
numbers in the figure represent the positions at different times, and the 
same serial number represents the same time. 

The risk value represents the probability that the collision cannot be 
avoided. When the risk value of Group A1 was 0 at the initial moment, it 
means that the ship can take any actions according to the rules to pass 
safely from each other. When the risk value of Group B1 was 0.17 at the 
initial moment, it means that there is 17% probability that the collision 
cannot be avoided from the perspective of the maneuvering space of the 
OS. According to the trajectories of the ships in Group A1, A2, and A3, the 
target ships sail along the Xiangshan fairway, then turn south to the 
Western recommended route. TS1 and OS1 formed a head-on situation at 
positions ①, ②, and ③, and there was no encounter between the two 
ships at positions ④, ⑤, and ⑥. The minimum relative distance between 
the TS1 and OS1 was 999m at 904s. Through the relative distance 
analysis, the target ship in Group A1 will not induce collision risk be-
tween the two ships, which is consistent with the results obtained by the 

Fig. 12. The planar layout of two-ship encounter situations.  

Table 3 
Observation values of the target ships in the two-ship encounter situations.  

MMSI Time Longitude/◦ Latitude/◦ Speed/kn Course/◦

TS1 

2019/1/3 10:21 122.0417 29.6389 9.8 129.1 
2019/1/3 10:22 122.0439 29.6375 9.8 122.6 
2019/1/3 10:25 122.0513 29.6339 10.0 122.3 

TS2 2019/2/3 12:46 122.0212 29.6456 11.6 115.9 
2019/2/3 12:48 122.0282 29.6427 12.6 115.4 
2019/2/3 12:54 122.0501 29.6343 13.7 113.9 

TS3 2019/1/3 10:19 122.0375 29.6421 9.7 125.8 
2019/1/3 10:21 122.0417 29.6389 9.8 129.1 
2019/1/3 10:22 122.0439 29.6375 9.8 122.6 

TS4 2019/4/3 9:38 121.9894 29.6604 11.1 118.5 
2019/4/3 9:45 122.0116 29.6500 11.1 116.3 
2019/4/3 9:54 122.0431 29.6371 11.1 114.9 

TS5 2019/4/3 3:14 122.0323 29.6436 8.7 116.6 
2019/4/3 3:20 122.0495 29.6361 8.9 118.5 
2019/4/3 3:28 122.0685 29.6255 9.2 123.4  

TS6 

2019/5/3 12:19 122.0114 29.6502 12.7 117.6 
2019/5/3 12:31 122.0563 29.6319 12.8 114.7 
2019/5/3 12:34 122.0681 29.6260 12.8 119.8  

Table 4 
Initial State of multi-ship encounter situation.   

Ship Longitude/◦ Latitude/◦ Speed/kn Course/◦

Group A OS 122.1103 29.5581 13.0 334.9 
TS11 122.0439 29.6375 9.80 122.6 
TS22 122.0709 29.6313 6.40 154.9 

Group B OS 122.1103 29.5581 13.0 334.9 
TS11 122.0439 29.6375 9.80 122.6 
TS22 122.0709 29.6313 6.40 154.9 
TS33 122.0431 29.6371 11.1 114.9  
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Improved R-TCR value. Therefore, the risk results of Group A1 calculated 
by the proposed model are in line with reality. 

TS3 and OS3 formed crossing situations at initial positions ①, ②, and 
③. It changed from crossing situation to overtaking situation at posi-
tions ④. At positions ⑤ and ⑥, the OS overtook the TS. At 1083s, the 
minimum relative distance between the two ships was 484m. Through 
the relative distance analysis, the target ship will enter the OS’s domain, 
and there was a collision risk between the two ships. The distance be-
tween the two ships will be much closer thus the collision risk between 

ships will be higher and higher. Combined with the analysis of the 
Improved R-TCR value, the risk results of Group A2 calculated by the 
model are also in line with reality. 

TS5 and OS5 formed overtaking situations at positions ① and ②, but 
there was no encounter between the two ships at positions ③, ④, ⑤, and 
⑥. At 698s, the minimum actual distance between the two ships was 
1397m. Through the relative distance analysis, the target ship in Group 
A3 will never enter the OS’s domain, and there was no collision risk 
between the two ships. Therefore, the risk results of Group A3 calculated 
by the model are also in line with reality. 

The actual situation of Group B1, B2, and B3 are different from that of 
Group A1, A2, and A3. The target ships in Group B1, B2, and B3 sailed 
along the Xiangshan fairway without the change of route. The relative 
distances between Group B1, B2, and B3 decreased first and then 
increased. For Group B1, OS2 and TS2 were in a head-on encounter sit-
uation. the distance between two ships between positions ⑤ and ⑥ was 
the nearest. The minimum distance was about 149m. For Group B2, OS4 
and TS4 were always in a crossing encounter situation. Similarly, be-
tween positions ⑤ and ⑥, the distance between the two ships was the 
smallest, which was about 75 m. For Group B3, the two ships were in the 
overtaking situation, and OS6 was the overtaking ship. When it was near 
position ⑥, the actual minimum distance between the two Group B3 was 

Fig. 13. The planar layout of ships for the multi-ship encounter situations.  

Table 5 
Observation values of the target ships in the multi-ship encounter situations.  

MMSI Time Longitude/◦ Latitude/◦ Speed/kn Course/◦

TS11 2019/1/3 10:19 122.0375 29.6421 9.7 125.8 
2019/1/3 10:21 122.0417 29.6389 9.8 129.1 
2019/1/3 10:22 122.0439 29.6375 9.8 122.6 

TS22 2019/2/3 21:05 122.0596 29.6539 6.1 153.9 
2019/2/3 21:13 122.0665 29.6411 6.3 155.6 
2019/2/3 21:19 122.0709 29.6313 6.4 154.9 

TS33 2019/4/3 9:38 121.9894 29.6604 11.1 118.5 
2019/4/3 9:45 122.0116 29.6500 11.1 116.3 
2019/4/3 9:54 122.0431 29.6371 11.1 114.9  

Fig. 14. Trajectory clustering results.  
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about 549m. Through the relative distance analysis, target ships entered 
the OS’s domain, and Group B1, B2, and B3 formed the risk of collision 
during the encounter process. Moreover, from the analysis of the dis-
tance between the two ships, the distance between the two ships became 
smaller with the increment of time, and there was always a collision risk 
between the two ships. The safe available action space between the ships 
becomes smaller and smaller, so the collision risk between the two ships 
becomes larger and larger. Combined with the analysis of the Improved 
R-TCR value, the risk was detected in Group B1, B2, and B3. Combined 
with the analysis of collision risk, real trajectory, and relative distance, it 
can be seen that the risk results of each group are consistent with the 
actual situation. 

Through comparative analysis between Group A and Group B, it can 
be seen that even in the same encounter situation, the calculation result 
of collision risk was different when CPA and tCPA were the same for 
each ship. Such as Group A1 and Group B1, both groups were in a head- 
on encounter situation. Group A2 and Group B2, both of which were in 
overtaking encounter situations. Group A3 and B3 were crossing 
encounter situations. No collision risk was detected in Group A1, A3. The 

collision risk value of Group A2, B1, B2, and B3 always increased with the 
increase in time. The growth rate was low in the initial stage, but it 
gradually accelerated in the later stage. Therefore, ships should take 
avoidance action as soon as possible to solve the conflict. 

4.3.2. Results of multi-ship encounter situation 
The Improved R-TCR value, ship trajectories, and relative distance of 

multi-ship encounter situations (Group A) are shown in Fig. 20. Key 
points and corresponding position serial numbers are marked every 
200s. 

As shown in Fig. 20, the Improved R-TCR value of the ship was about 
0.12 at position ①, which means that the probability that the collision 
cannot be avoided was 12%. At about 630s, the collision risk value was 
1, which means that the collision cannot be avoided only by the effective 
avoidance action of OS. Please be noted that in this paper the concept of 
collision referred specifically to the violation of ship domain, instead of 
the collision accident. The value 1 of collision risk here indicates that the 
own ship’s domain was 100% violated by target ships and the own ship 
was in an extremely dangerous encounter situation, which was highly 

Fig. 15. Route identification results.  

Fig. 16. Comparison between predicted trajectory and real trajectory (two ships).  
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likely to cause the accident. At positions ①, ②, ③, and ④, the OS and 
TS11 formed a crossing encounter situation; At position ⑤, the two ships 
formed head-on encounter situations; OS and TS22 were always in the 
head-on encounter situation. When the OS and TS11 are at 955s, the 
minimum relative distance between the two ships was 127m. When the 
OS and TS22 are at 885s, the minimum relative distance between the two 
ships was 43 m. 

According to the analysis of the real trajectory and relative distance 
of OS, TS11, and TS22, there is a collision risk between ships. Combined 
with the Improved R-TCR value, the Improved R-TCR value became 
larger with the increment of time, which is consistent with the actual 
situation. 

Fig. 21 shows the Improved R-TCR value, ship trajectories, and 
relative distance of a multi-ship encounter situation (Group B). The 
Improved R-TCR value was about 0.32 at position ①, which means that 
the probability that the ship cannot avoid collision is 32%. At 450 s, the 
collision risk value was 1, which means that the collision situation 
cannot be avoided only by the effective avoidance action of the OS and 
the OS was in a high-risk situation. The encounter relationship between 
OS and TS11 and TS22 was the same as that of Group A. As for OS and 
TS33 there was no encounter situation formed. The minimum distance 
between OS and TS33 is 1307m at 926s. Although there is no collision 
risk between OS and TS33, it affected the maneuvering space of OS. 
Compared with Group A, the Improved R-TCR value of Group B was 
higher at the same time. The risk value of Group B reached 1 earlier than 
Group A, which means that the encounter of group B develops faster 
than that of group A with regards to the collision risk. 

5. Discussion 

The Improved R-TCR model is based on the original R-TCR model 
and considers the motion uncertainty of the target ship. Through the 
target ship trajectory prediction, the motion intention of the target ship 
can be identified, and the collision risk between ships can be calculated 
in combination with the ship maneuverability, COLREGs, and good 
seamanship. 

5.1. Comparison with the CRI method 

To further analyze the advantages of the proposed method, here we 
have compared its performance with the classic CPA-based collision risk 
measurement. The traditional CRI combines CPA and tCPA by the 
weighted method [56], as shown in Eq. (19). In this part, we mainly 
compare Improved R-TCR with the traditional CRI method. The pa-
rameters of the CRI method are set as follows: α1 = 1 and α2 = 1. Ac-
cording to the initial settings in Table 2, the values of Improved R-TCR 
and CRI in different encounter situations are shown in Fig. 22. 

CRI(t) = α1 ×

(
Max

(
TCPA(t)

)
− TCPA(t)

Max
(
TCPA(t)

)
− Min

(
TCPA(t)

)

)2

+ α2 ×
(
DCPA(t))2 (19) 

Where: DCPA(t) is the distance at the closest point of approach at t 
time; TCPA(t) is the time to the closest point of approach at t time. 

In general, for the different encounter situations with the same initial 
CPA and tCPA, their risk values calculated by the CRI model are also the 
same. The initial CPA of Group A1, Group B1, Group A2, and Group B2 is 
0nm and tCPA is 900s. The CRI value and change trend of these four 
groups are the same. The initial CPA of Group A3 and Group B3 is also 
0nm, but the tCPA is 1200s. The CRI value and change trend of these two 
groups are exactly the same. However, according to the actual trajectory 
and relative distance in Figs. 18 and 19, there was no collision risk for 
Group A1 and Group A3. The collision risk value provided by the CRI 
method is inconsistent with the actual situation. The reason for such a 
result is that the CRI-based approach has assumed that the motion trend 
of the target ship remains constant and ignored the potential changes. 
The Improved R-TCR method, with its advantages in estimating the 
potential motion of target ships, can effectively identify such scenarios 
and provide the correct analysis of the collision risk. 

For Group B1, B2, and B3, the collision risk value estimated by the 
Improved R-TCR model is higher than the traditional CRI method, and 
the collision risk value reaches 1 earlier. According to the risk results of 
the CRI method, the highest risk value of Group B1 and Group B2 arrived 
at 900 s, and the highest risk value of Group B3 arrived at the 1200 s. 
According to the calculation results of Improved R-TCR, the highest risk 

Fig. 17. Comparison between predicted trajectory and real trajectory (multiple ships).  
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value was reached at 405 s, 420 s, and 210 s for Group B1, B2, and B3, 
respectively. 

To sum up, compared with the CRI method, Improved R-TCR can 
provide an early warning with consideration of the potential motion 
trend of the target ships and can provide more reliable and timely risk 
analysis results to the decision-makers. 

5.2. Comparison with the VCRO method 

Section 5.2 compares the Improved R-TCR with the traditional CRI 
model. To further verify the effectiveness and advantage of the 
Improved R-TCR model, another comparison between the proposed 
model and the VCRO method [13] is elaborated in this section. 

The VCRO method comprehensively considers the distance between 
the two ships, the relative speed of the ships, and the difference between 
the headings of the ships, and gives the risk degree between ships in 
combination with expert experience. Improved R-TCR value in the range 
of [0,1], and the VCRO value range is larger. To make the data com-
parable, normalize the VCRO value, and take the absolute value as the 
final risk value. According to the initial settings in Table 2, the Improved 
R-TCR and VCRO values under different encounter conditions are shown 
in Fig. 23. 

The VCRO value is the highest when it meets the closest point of 
approach. If the two ships get closer, before reaching the closest point of 

approach between the two ships, the VCRO value will continue to in-
crease. After passing the closest point of approach between the two 
ships, the VCRO value between the two ships will decrease. However, for 
the Improved R-TCR, this is not necessarily. The key to Improved R-TCR 
value is whether the target ship will invade the ship’s domain and the 
ship’s maneuvering space during the ship’s encounter. As shown in 
Group A1, at 0–400 s, the risk value calculated by the Improved R-TCR 
model is almost consistent with that calculated by the VCRO model. 
After 400 s, VCRO value began to increase rapidly; Near 900 s, the VCRO 
value reached the peak and then began to decline. However, in this 
encounter process, the target ship has never entered the OS’s domain. 
Therefore, the risk value calculated by Improved R-TCR is always 0. This 
means that the own ship does not need to take any avoidance action, but 
can also ensure the navigation safety of ships. In Group A2, compared 
with Improved R-TCR, the VCRO value is unstable and fluctuates 
greatly. However, when using these two models, the changing trend of 
risk is roughly the same. The situation in Group A3 was similar to that in 
Group A1. 

In Groups B1, B2, and B3, the value at risk calculated by the Improved 
R-TCR model and VCRO model increased with time. However, the 
increased Improved R-TCR value will not decrease when it reaches 1, but 
the VCRO value will decrease when it reaches the highest value. In 
Groups B1 and B2, the growth rate of risk between ships is increasing. 
However, the VCRO value between the two ships increased slowly in 

Fig. 18. Results of improved R-TCR (Group A1, A2, A3).  
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Group B3. Especially at 1000 s, the distance between the two ships is 
very close, and the actual risk value will be very large. 

In general, the VCRO model can be used to estimate the collision risk 
between ships, and the value is consistent with the Improved R-TCR 
value at some times. However, without considering the potential 

motions of the target ships, similar to the conventional CRI model, the 
VCRO method also provided incorrect risk estimations for some 
encounter situations, e.g., Groups A1 and A3. Such an issue is well 
solved in the Improved R-TCR model. Besides, the risk analysis results of 
the VCRO method fluctuate significantly during the encounter process, 

Fig. 19. Results of improved R-TCR (Group B1, B2, B3).  

Fig. 20. Results of improved R-TCR (Group A).  
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which is due to the fact that it utilizes the parameters reflecting the 
immediate motion of the ships. Such results could confuse the decision- 
makers to some extent as it may produce an inconsistent analysis of the 
encounter situation. Meanwhile, the Improved R-TCR could solve such 
an issue with relatively stable performance. 

5.3. Comparison with the original R-TCR method 

To further analyze the advantages of the Improved R-TCR model, it 
will be compared with the original R-TCR model proposed by the au-
thors in [6]. The difference between the Improved R-TCR model and the 
R-TCR model lies in the consideration of avoidance action and target 
ship motion uncertainty. In this paper, a control experimental group will 

be added, that is, the R-TCR1 model will be used. Refer to Table 6 for the 
differences between those models. By comparing the R-TCR model with 
the R-TCR1 model, we can analyze the impact of variable speed action on 
the risk model. By comparing the R-TCR1 model with the Improved 
R-TCR model, the impact of target ship uncertainty on the risk model can 
be analyzed. 

The risk values of each group are calculated by using the R-TCR 
model, R-TCR1 model, and Improved R-TCR model, as shown in Fig. 24. 

The green line represents R-TCR, the blue line is R-TCR1, and the red 
line refers to Improved R-TCR. By comparing R-TCR and R-TCR1, it can 
be seen that the impact of speed variables on risk is different in different 
encounter scenarios. For example, in Group B1, R-TCR1 value is higher 
than R-TCR value, which means that the risk value will be higher after 

Fig. 21. Results of improved R-TCR (Group B).  

Fig. 22. . Results of improved R-TCR and CRI.  
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increasing the speed alteration actions. This also shows that the speed 
alternation cannot effectively solve the collision in the head-on 
encounter situation. Speed reduction will lead to a poor steering effect 
and make the ship course alteration actions avoidance effect worse. As 
can be seen from Group A2 and Group B2, R-TCR1 is lower than R-TCR. 
Thus, in the crossing encounter situation, speed alteration action has a 
certain collision avoidance effect. If the ship does not advance at full 
speed, speed alteration can solve the collision, but course alteration to 
avoid collision is better. 

When comparing Improved R-TCR with R-TCR1, R-TCR1 increases 
over time, but according to the analysis of the real trajectory of the two 
ships in Section 4.3, there is no collision risk in Group A1, Group A3. 
Therefore, R-TCR1 is not consistent with the actual situation. When both 
the R-TCR model and R-TCR1 model are used to detect the collision risk, 
a false alarm is easy to occur. Therefore, considering target ship un-
certainty, Improved R-TCR model can improve the reliability and ac-
curacy of risk collision detection. 

5.4. Advantages and limitations 

The Improved R-TCR model overcomes the limitation that the 

uncertainty of TS motion is not considered in the original R-TCR model 
and can only be applied to open waters. Combined with the above two 
points, the Improved R-TCR model is more in line with the actual situ-
ation than the original R-TCR model and can provide more reliable and 
prompt risk analysis results to the decision-makers. 

Although the Improved R-TCR is improved compared with R-TCR, 
there are still the following limitations. Firstly, like the R-TCR model, 
the Improved R-TCR model also ignores the preference of OOW in 
collision avoidance. In future research, it is necessary to study the 
preference of OOW. In addition, the Improved R-TCR model considers 
the ship maneuverability, and a more accurate ship motion model is 
needed to further improve its accuracy. Finally, the Improved R-TCR 
model should consider the external environment, such as wind, wave, 
current, and channel boundary. However, the objective of this research 
is to propose a prediction-based collision risk model and verify its 
effectiveness and improvement in the risk analysis of ship encounters. 
These limitations will be further solved as further studies following this 
approach. 

6. Conclusion 

Maritime safety is of great significance for the global economy and 
society. In this paper, an Improved Rule-aware Time-varying Collision 
risk (Improved R-TCR) model for ship collision risk analysis is proposed. 
Within this research. The motion uncertainty of the target ship, the 
maneuverability of the OS, COLREG rules, and good seamanship are 
comprehensively integrated into the risk modeling utilizing the velocity 
obstacle method as the framework. 

To overcome the uncertainty of the target ship movement and its 
influence on the collision risk modeling, the Gaussian process is used to 
predict the target ship trajectory, and the PVO algorithm is used to 

Fig. 23. Results of improved R-TCR and VCRO.  

Table 6 
Differences between the R-TCR and improve R-TCR models.  

R-TCR R-TCR1 Improved R-TCR 

The action only refers 
to the alteration of 
course. 

The action only refers to 
the alteration of course 
and speed. 

The action only refers to 
the alteration of course and 
speed. 

Target ships keep 
course and speed 

Target ships keep course 
and speed 

Target ship motion 
uncertainty  
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integrate those factors into the collision risk model. The influence of the 
own ship maneuverability, the obligation of COLREGs regulations, and 
good seamanship are further integrated into the risk modeling via 
identifying the available actions and dangerous actions in the velocity 
domain of the own ship. Finally, the risk of collision between ships is 
quantified as the percentage of the available collision-avoidance veloc-
ities that could lead to an accident in the velocity domain of the own 
ship. 

A series of case studies, which focus on different encounter situations 
are designed and executed, the results of which indicate that the model 
can accurately describe the risk of collision between ships under 
different encounter situations and different complexities, together with 
its characteristics of variations through the whole encounter process. To 
further analyze the contribution and characteristics of the proposed 
method, compared with the previous collision risk analysis method and 
the original R-TCR model, a series of comparative studies between the 
conventional CRI method, VCRO method, and original R-TCR model are 
conducted. It can be seen from the results that the work of this paper can 
avoid potentially inaccurate estimation of risk with its advantages on the 
target ship motion prediction and has more reliable results. 

In conclusion, the contribution of the work compared with previous 
research is the improvement of the accuracy and reliability of the 
collision risk analysis results with the target ship motion prediction 
module and the comprehensive integration of factors such as COLREGs, 
good seamanship, etc. through a simple but concise framework of ve-
locity obstacle method. The proposed Improved R-TCR could provide a 
good reference for future work on the collision risk analysis to improve 
the accuracy and reliability of the results. 
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